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This booklet is meant to be a quick resource for the beautiful game for GBYS soccer coaches.  It is neither an exhaustive nor a perfect list of drills, practices, and resources, no book could be that for a topic as broad and deep as soccer.  For instance, team management  (relationships with parents, team banners and names on jerseys, etc.) is not covered, and this booklet represents less than 1% of the drills available.  It is, however,  a quick list of material which I plan to use with my team this season.  I may not, and probably will not, use all of it this year, but it is a guideline for what I hope to do.  Although I have multiple years of experience at the youth, high school, and college levels of soccer coaching,  I do not consider myself to be an expert.  The first two pages are from the US Soccer Federation basic coaching manual.  It can be downloaded for free from the link that is included.  The rest of the material includes what I have put together.  Some of these drills may not work for you or your team.  Change them or add to them to help your players improve.  Some of these exercises may be obvious or silly.  Take what you want, if you want any of it, and ignore the rest.  Many blessings and much success to you and your team.

Please feel free to email me with any questions, comments, suggestions, or complaints.

In His love and service,

Scott Nandor
grandprixsoccer@pobox.com


US Soccer Federation “Basic Ideas”:
Set up situations where the players can learn by playing the game. The game is the best teacher for young players. 
Coaches can often be more helpful to a young player’s development by organizing less, saying less and allowing the players to do more. Set up a game and let the kids play. Keep most of your comments for before and after practice and during water breaks. Comments should be kept short and simple. Be comfortable organizing a session that looks like pickup soccer. 
Teaching and learning the game of soccer is a process: make your goals seasonal, as well as daily and weekly. Often, at the younger ages, the developmental efforts of one season are not noticeable in children until sometime in the next season. 
Set age-appropriate goals i.e., know what the child is able to do at that age. 
From a developmental standpoint, the young ages are the best ones for learning skills. Spend the time now encouraging this growth. By the age of 17 the capacity to pick up new motor skills begins to wane, while the ability to conceptualize team organization, tactics and strategy increases. As a coach, work with these strengths, not against them.

US Soccer Age related tips:
Micro soccer:
BEST QUALITIES OF A COACH FOR THIS AGE PLAYER:
Patience, good humor, and a willingness to see the world through a child’s eyes. Also, the 
ability to speak their language and accept that the children’s play will not look at all like soccer. 
NUMBER OF MATCHES PER CALENDAR YEAR:  Children at these ages should not be playing any organized games. Playing with and against their teammates during practice times is sufficient and is to be encouraged (Our micro soccer games should be more recess fun than actual games).
BREAKS FROM ORGANIZED/MANDATORY SOCCER: Children at this age should be able to play when they want to play, and walk away when they are through. 

Division 3:
BEST QUALITIES OF A COACH FOR THIS AGE PLAYER:  This coach must clearly understand the capabilities and limitations of this age and appreciate  the power of learning by watching. He or she must have the ability to demonstrate or to use older players to demonstrate. 
NUMBER OF MATCHES PER CALENDAR YEAR :  No organized matches where the score is recorded. 
BREAKS FROM ORGANIZED/MANDATORY SOCCER:  Children at this age should not be participating in a mandatory soccer program and should be free to participate at their own pace. There should not be a penalty or consequence for missing practice and no discussion about “commitment.” An effort should be made to include any child that wishes to play soccer. 

Divisions 1 & 2:
BEST QUALITIES OF A COACH FOR THIS AGE PLAYER:
Energetic. Plays while facilitating practice. Stimulates ideas. 
NUMBER OF MATCHES PER CALENDAR YEAR:
It is recommended that players play up to 20 matches per calendar year for their clubs. There 
should be a ratio of 2 or 3 practices per one match. Players should be given two days rest per 
week. In league play, there should be no more than the equivalent of 1 game per weekend. 
There should be no standings or post season playoffs and a limited number of small-sided 
round robins. Tournament play should not be encouraged. 
BREAKS FROM ORGANIZED/MANDATORY SOCCER:
At these ages, it is recommended that parents discourage their children from specializing in or 
playing only soccer and encourage participation in a number of different sports and activities.
US Soccer Other things to consider:

How can the coach help all his or her players to develop to their potential? 
First, help your weaker players to develop their confidence with the ball. At the same time, continue to challenge your stronger players to expand their creativity and confidence. Confidence is the key. The more time they spend during practice and games with the ball at their feet, the more comfortable they will become, the more confident they will become, the more they will look to get involved, and the more fun they will have with soccer.  Remember that the level of skill and competence that a 9-year-old exhibits is no indication of the skill and competence that he or she will exhibit at 16 or 18 years of age. You cannot predict which 9-year-old will develop into a real player. Therefore, work to encourage all your players 
to be competent and comfortable with the ball. This will give all your players the same opportunity to reach their potential. Work during practice to move all your players forward at their own pace. Do not be concerned with match results. Be concerned that all your players want the ball at their feet and they want to score. If you can accomplish this, you have successfully allowed your group to grow as soccer players. Unlike practice, you cannot add more balls/goals during games to give kids more chances with the ball. But you can emphasize certain themes for the players to focus on, such as getting involved, attacking the goal, taking chances, and then spend the length of the game reinforcing these points. This approach will give your players the green light to experiment and be creative - qualities that, unfortunately at the younger ages, are often discouraged on game day, in the name of being safe and winning.

	How do you set up a practice that allows players to “do”?

How can a coach pull together the various games into an organized practice? 
First, keep things simple. Include no more than three or four exercises. For example, begin with a warm up that incorporates players moving with the ball. Then move to a game, but introduce a particular challenge or set of challenges for the players to solve (4 v 4 game with four goals; 4 v 4 game with no goalkeepers, where the players must hit the net on the fly to score a goal; 4 v 4 dribbling game; 4 v 4 with neutral players; etc.). Each of these games differs slightly in the challenges that are highlighted. However, the games still retain the essential qualities of soccer: attacking, defending, dribbling, passing, dealing with teammates and opponents, and scoring goals. Finally, let them play a game, 3 v 3, 4 v 4, 5 v 5, or 6 v 6 etc., (depending on their age and ability to deal with these numbers), where there are no particular twists to the game.
Do your players have repeated opportunities to have the ball at their feet? 
Do they have repeated chances to score goals? 
Are they asked to dribble and score in soccer situations? A soccer situation is one that includes the ball, opponents, teammates, space, pressure, rules, time and goals. 
Are your players having fun? Generally speaking, if players have a lot of opportunities to play with the ball at their feet, and to score goals in games that replicate soccer, they will have fun. 
How many players are involved?4 v 4 is the smallest way of playing soccer without losing any of the ingredients that make up soccer. There are always opportunities to play deep, wide or backwards because of the numbers. Players are always confronted with  match situations. The basic 4 v 4 game is set up on a field that is small enough to keep everyone involved, and big enough to give players room to be successful with the ball.  There is one ball and two small goals, one on each end line. The elements of soccer the coach chooses to encourage will color the game somewhat. The power of 4 v 4, however,  is that even with little or no involvement by the coach, these small games offer the players  countless valuable soccer lessons. 
Are there enough balls/goals so that many players are able to get touches on the ball and chances at goal? Go ahead and experiment: add/remove ball/goals, increase/decrease the field size to help replicate the soccer environment you want. For example, an exercise designed to give your players lots of opportunities to run with the ball at their feet may result in the same few players dominating ball touches because of uneven talent levels.  Instead of telling them they should pass to a less talented teammate, add some more balls and maybe some more goals to your game. This allows more players to experience the soccer situation you want replicated. Do not worry that it may look somewhat chaotic, or that it is difficult to keep score. Just focus on whether or not your players are getting repeated chances to run with the ball, deal with opponents and score goals. If this is happening, then you have successfully added to your players’ soccer experience. 

What I would call My Basic Ideas
	Biblical Sportsmanship – 2 Timothy 2:5 & 1 Corinthians 10:31

Fun  - Teach the players a love for the “Beautiful Game” by letting them have fun
Love the Players – Get to know the players (and their interests) and their families
Coaching professionalism – Think ahead, have a plan, execute the plan
Footwork with and without ball – this will transfer to all sports
Make sure that drills and skills are done with both feet – this will be an uphill battle with some for the whole year, but the view from the top is beautiful
Having at least one ball per player is essential – one of the many reasons kids love playing soccer is that there is very little standing around.  Having all the kids involved with their own ball at the beginning of practice gets them involved.
Every player plays at least two positions every game if they are under 10 years old.
Coaches are mentors and resources to the referees.  One of my jobs on game day is to help our young referees have the best day possible by supporting, encouraging, and maybe (after the game) instructing them regarding the rules of the game or game management.

For Parents
	Encourage to them to be encouraging – Ephesians 4:29 & 1 Thessalonians 5:11

Encourage them to play at home with their kids – the players love their parents and they love the game, what an opportunity to love their child and improve their child’s game.
	Communicate clear expectations to your players and their parents.

Practices
	Start every practice with prayer, fun, and basics

Teach skills efficiently, practices skills with games
Have a schedule and goals for every practice
	What goal do you have for the players individually?
	i.e. every player will learn the inside of the foot cutback
i.e. every player will encourage two other players during practice
	What goal do you have for the team
	i.e. the team will learn the defensive role of every position
i.e. the team will learn what to do on corner kicks
	Have only a few soccer activities per practice
	One warm-up, one skill activity, one or two fun game, and one 3 v. 3 or 4 v. 4 game (to teach how to play the actual soccer).
Add a couple of water breaks, including one with a devotional and another with some instruction (corner kick alignment, offside rule, etc.) and you have a 1 hour practice.
Not often will I scrimmage with everyone since it cuts down on playing time and time on the ball.  With the micros, play 3 v.3 or 4 v. 4 with a group sitting out (like they will do on game day) and then rotate every 5 minutes.
	Use large areas– decrease area with skill and age.  This allows players to develop creativity and confidence on the ball

Skills, Drills, & Thoughts
	Players should work slow enough to do it well, fast enough to challenge themselves.
	Head up to see the field, you can still see the ball in the bottom of your peripheral vision.
	Do the move, then accelerate.  After the player executes the move, have them sprint for three steps.
	Some players pick it up faster, challenge them.  Encourage the slower players to keep trying.

Ball Skills:

Have fun with these.  Use contests for most touches in 30 seconds (1 minute for older players).
	Ball Taps

Ball Taps while doing circles around ball
Tap the ball back and forth between feet
Tap the ball back and forth between feet while moving around slowly
Roll ball back and forth under sole of foot – same foot
Roll Ball side to side  under sole of foot – same foot
Inside – Outside touches with side of same foot
Roll ball under sole from heel to toe to instep back and forth
Roll ball under sole from heel to toe to instep back and forth at 45 degrees
Roll ball under sole from heel to toe to instep back and forth with alternating feet
Roll ball under sole from heel to toe to instep back and forth with alternating feet at 45 degrees
Roll ball under sole from heel to toe to instep back and forth with alternating feet while walking

Game
Copy Cat – The coach does a skill and the players copy the coach – can also play like Simon Says

Dribbling:

Using straight lines:
	Dribble 10-20 yards out and back using side of one foot – do with both feet

Dribble 10-20 yards out and back alternating feet
Dribble 10-20 yards out and back alternating feet – have players touch the ball with every step
Inside of the foot cut back
	keys are hip & plant foot rotation as well as only one touch to make move
	Outside of the foot cut back
	keys are position of plant foot and flicking the ankle to cut the ball
	Pullback
	Teach the pull back in conjunction with rolling the ball under the foot front to back
Teach the pull back where the ball is rolled in front of the player rather than behind their back – this allows the player to see the ball and control it more easily
	Other moves
Have players make-up and practice moves and show/teach them to the team

Set Square Grids – 10-15 yard squares
	Dribble using one foot from cone to cone using inside cut back – go in both directions to use both feet for cut backs
	use other moves at the cones such as the outside of the foot cut back, pullback, etc.




Dribbling Games
	Anatomy Dribbling
	Have players dribble with the ball close enough to them so that when you call out a part of the body, they can put it on the ball (elbow, ear, nose, knee, etc.)
	Cone toss
	Have players dribble with heads up – toss them a cone, if they drop it, they do 10 ball touches
	Color Corner
	Delineate a square with a different color in each corner.  Have the players start in the middle.  When the coach calls out a color, all the player dribble to that color.  The first player to stop their ball in the area of that color gets a point.  To assist slower players, call out one color, and then before the faster players get there, call out a different color to give them a head start.
	Freeway
	Players dribble in an area trying to avoid each other – put a repair shop in and if they run into someone they have to dribble to the repair shop and do 10 touches before they re-enter the freeway. 
	Driver’s Training
	Players dribble in an area like in freeway, but the coach gives order such as first gear (slow), second gear (a little faster), third gear (fastest), turn right, turn left, or hit the brakes (stop with screeching sounds and put their foot on top of the ball).
	Knockout
	Use a large area (20x20) give all players a ball and have them try to knock their teammates balls outside of the square.  When a player’s ball leaves the square, they are out and should work on a skill 10 times.  Last player in the square with their ball wins.  For younger players, have them dribble in the area and stay away from the Monster (coach).  If he gets the player or the player goes outside the square, they do 10 ball taps.
	Space invaders
	Set up an area (20x20)for the players to dribble across.  The coach is the first space invader.  If you touch their ball, they become a space invader too. Have the players who are invaders hold hands with another invader to assist the offensive players.  You can spilt invaders into groups of two or three.
	Drag Race
	Have a drag racing grid set up and have the players pair up and race.  The first one with the ball stopped on the finish line wins.  If they go past the line, they have to go back and put their ball on the line.

Passing:

Skills
	Push Pass and trapping basics – ankle locked (passing foot should form a ‘T’ with the plant foot) and knee locked, plant foot and belly button facing target, follow through by stepping at target.  Trapping mechanics can be taught as passing in reverse.

Instep Pass and trapping basics – ankle locked down, toe scraps the grass, plant foot and belly button facing target, follow through by stepping at target.  Toe of passing foot should hit the ground first.
Pair passes 3 yards – 6 yards – 10 yards (adjust distance for age group and skill)
	make sure the players use both feet to trap and pass
	Figure 8’s – have players form facing lines 5 yards apart.  If there are more than 8 players, form two groups of two lines each. Use one ball.  The first player in one line passes to the first player in the opposite line and follows their pass by running to the end of the opposite line.
	Make sure the players use both feet to trap and pass, depending on the location of the ball.
This drill can be done with flighted balls
	Speed passing
	Players pair up and pass the ball back and forth and count how many passes they can connect in 30-60 seconds.
	Cone Split
	Pass to partner between cones that are midway between players – do it for speed and time
	Beginning movement
	In groups of four or five with two balls in a 20x20 grid have players pass the ball and then move somewhere else in the space.
Encourage players, after they do well at stationary passing, to dribble, then pass, then move without the ball

Games
	Keep away from coach
	In a 10x10 grid have four players play keep away from the coach – if they connect 5 passes  the coach does 5 push-ups.
	Cone Crush
	Line up any number of cones in the .  Have one team line up and time them to see how long it takes to hit all of them.
	Golf
	Assign ‘holes’ (can be a bag, a cone, a tree, . . .) and the players pass to the target.  The player who gets to the hole in the fewest number of passes wins the hole.  Play 4 holes and see who has the lowest overall score.
	Line soccer
	in a 20x10 grid, have players stand in lines (either on the side on the end), and assign them numbers to each player on each team (each team should have a #1, #2, etc.).  Toss a ball in the middle, call numbers, first to get the ball and pass it to you earns a point for their team.
	Gate passing
	In a 30x30 grid, randomly set up pairs of cones 1 yard apart.  The players, with a partner and a ball, move around the grid.  When they complete a pass to their partner that travels between the cones, they count a point for themselves.  After one minute, add up all the points and then do it again to see if the team can beat their score.


Receiving balls:

One of the biggest problems for young players is receiving balls.  If the ball cannot be controlled, goals cannot be scored.  The first touch is essential.  Whether with the foot, thigh, chest, head, or any where else, the ball should be cushioned.  For advanced players, as they do drills, they should trap the ball into space away from defenders. 


Shooting:
	Key point for young players is that shooting is simply passing the ball into the goal.  With this in mind, the players should use the same techniques as they do for passing, keep their heads up, and look for their target.  A shot hit very hard and over the goal is much less effective than a pass placed gently just over the line.

It is also important that players do not shoot many stationary balls.  There are very few times in a game in which players shoot a still ball, yet many players primarily shoot sitting balls in practice.
When passing/shooting balls with the instep, head and shoulders should be over the ball and the contact should be through the middle of the ball for youth players.

Shooting Games:
	Be the Keeper 
	Have players dribble and shoot from 5 – 10 yards away.  If the player scores, he gets to go into the goal.  After, 3-5 minutes, the last person to be the goalkeeper wins.
	Get the Coach
	Coach stands in the middle of the goal.  Half the players shoot and receive a point if they hit the coach, the other half shags the balls.  Do it with the other half.  After 3 rounds, the team with the most points wins.
	Divide players up in two teams.  Each team gets a chance to shoot on goal and receive 2 points for a goal and 1 point for a shot on goal.  Each team gets 90 seconds to score as many points as possible.  Use a variety of service opportunities (dribbling to a cone, wall passing with the coach, etc.).


Defense:
Games are won in 1 v. 1 battles all over the field.  Usually the team that plays the best defense will have the most success.

Keys to defense:
	Getting back to a position between the ball and the goal

Balanced athletic stance (usually with one foot forward
Staying between the ball and the goal using containment
	The defensive player contains by backing up at the same pace as the attacking player and then slowing down to slow down the player
Have players work in pairs across the field.  The attacking player dribbles at 50% towards the defensive player.  The defensive player contains (stays between the goal side of the area and the attacker.  When players reach the other side of the field, switch.
	After defenders are doing well with containment, have the attackers go at 75% then 100%.  After the attacker beats the defender, the attacker lets the defender get goalside again.  If the defender takes the ball, he gives it back.
You can give 2 points to the defender for a steal and 1 point to the attacker for going around the defender.
	Pressure the ball.  Do not let the attacker have time to think about his options.  Usually you only need one player pressuring the ball.  The next player should go to an open attacker or cover the pressure defender in case he gets beat.
If the ball cannot be controlled and must be cleared, it should be done high and wide.

Offense:
Look to shoot or to pass before dribbling.
In 1 v. 1 situations, always work to the defender’s back.







Team Concepts (these are my personal thoughts about how I will run things):
	When a player receives the ball, they have three options which should be done in this order: 1st – shoot, 2nd – pass, and 3rd – dribble (until you can do 1st or 2nd).  Obviously a player 40 yards from goal cannot shoot, so the next option is to pass to a teammate.  Although we spend a lot of time developing a feel for the ball by dribbling or doing skill work, dribbling is the last option.

In division 3 ( and maybe in 2 and 1), every player will play at least two positions every game.  If the game is the best teacher, the players should learn different positions by playing different positions.  Even professional players who played striker in college, are asked to play in the back with their teams.
We want the whole team to move forward together and back together.  Everyone plays defense.  Although my strikers will play defense around the midfield and not, in general, in our own penalty area, they should contribute to the team by playing defense.


Integrated Games
	4 v. 1 – Keepaway (or 5 v. 1 if the skill level of the players is too low to keep possession or 3 v. 1 if the skill level of the players is too high that the defense never wins the ball).  Players stay approximately 8-10 yards apart and keep the ball away from the defender in the middle.  

Make 3 or 4 fields and play a 1 v. 1 (2v.2, 3 v, 3) tournament.  The winners move up and the losers move down.  
With 9 or 12 players, play a 3 v.3 or 4 v.4 tournament, 1st goal wins and the losers go out.
Play 4 attackers v. 2 defenders to goal.  This allows the defense work hard on pressuring and covering while giving the attackers a numerical advantage that should lead to some success.

Internet Links
Soccer
http://www.ussoccer.com/coaches/resources/index.jsp.html– with pdf files for download
http://www.decatursports.com/soccerdrills.htm – great resource
http://www.soccerhelp.com/
http://www.decatursports.com/drills/moves.htm – includes videos of skills

Christian Athletics
http://www.thegoal.com/
http://www.tothenextlevel.org/docs/motivation/motivation_athlete.html
http://www.aia.com

